Areas under construction
Turned over to the UC this month
Interim use (For UC use, not fully turned over)
Generators
Temp Truck Loading Dock Route
Temp Pedestrian Path
Fire Department Access Route
Areas under construction

Turned over to the UC this month

Interim use (For UC use, not fully turned over)

Generators

Temp Truck Loading Dock Route

Temp Pedestrian Path (Until Dec. 16th)

Fire Department Access Route

Nov 2017
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Pedestrian Access: Nov 27 2017 to Dec 16, 2017
Areas under construction
Areas turned over to the UC this month
Interim use (For UC use, not fully turned over)
Generators
Temp Truck Loading Dock Route
Temp Pedestrian Path
Fire Department Access Route

Dec 2017
Jan 2018

Areas under construction
Turned over to the UC this month
Interim use (For UC use, not fully turned over)
Generators
Temp Truck Loading Dock Route
Temp Pedestrian Path (After Dec. 16th)
Fire Department Access Route
Feb 2018

Areas under construction
Turned over to the UC this month
Interim use (For UC use, not fully turned over)
Generators
Temp Truck Loading Dock Route
Temp Pedestrian Path
Fire Department Access Route
Areas under construction
Turned over to the UC this month
Interim use (For UC use, not fully turned over)
Generators
Temp Truck Loading Dock Route
Temp Pedestrian Path
Fire Department Access Route

Job Site Offices
Mar 2018

Mar 2018
Areas under construction

Turned over to the UC this month

Interim use (For UC use, not fully turned over)

Temp Truck Loading Dock Route

Temp Pedestrian Path

Fire Department Access Route

Apr 2018
May 2018

- Areas under construction
- Turned over to the UC this month
- Interim use (For UC use, not fully turned over)
- Generators
- Temp Truck Loading Dock Route
- Temp Pedestrian Path
- Fire Department Access Route

**Turned over to the UC this month**

**Interim use (For UC use, not fully turned over)**
June 2018

- Areas under construction
- Turned over to the UC this month
- Interim use (For UC use, not fully turned over)
- Generators
- Temp Truck Loading Dock Route
- Temp Pedestrian Path
- Fire Department Access Route

Areas under construction:

- Areas turned over to the UC this month:
- Interim use (For UC use, not fully turned over):

Temp Truck Loading Dock Route:

Temp Pedestrian Path:

Generators:

Fire Department Access Route:
Areas under construction
Areas turned over to the UC this month
Areas in use (For UC use, not fully turned over)
Areas for generators
Temp Truck Loading Dock Route
Temp Pedestrian Path
Fire Department Access Route

July/Aug 2018